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http://asmp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2014/1/17RESEARCH Open AccessSpeech enhancement with an acoustic vector
sensor: an effective adaptive beamforming and
post-filtering approach
Yue Xian Zou1*, Peng Wang1, Yong Qing Wang1, Christian H Ritz2 and Jiangtao Xi2Abstract
Speech enhancement has an increasing demand in mobile communications and faces a great challenge in a real
ambient noisy environment. This paper develops an effective spatial-frequency domain speech enhancement
method with a single acoustic vector sensor (AVS) in conjunction with minimum variance distortionless response
(MVDR) spatial filtering and Wiener post-filtering (WPF) techniques. In remote speech applications, the MVDR
spatial filtering is effective in suppressing the strong spatial interferences and the Wiener post-filtering is considered
as a popular and powerful estimator to further suppress the residual noise if the power spectral density (PSD) of
target speech can be estimated properly. With the favorable directional response of the AVS together with the
trigonometric relations of the steering vectors, the closed-form estimation of the signal PSDs is derived and the
frequency response of the optimal Wiener post-filter is determined accordingly. Extensive computer simulations
and a real experiment in an anechoic chamber condition have been carried out to evaluate the performance of
the proposed algorithm. Simulation results show that the proposed method offers good ability to suppress the
spatial interference while maintaining comparable log spectral deviation and perceptual evaluation of speech
quality performance compared with the conventional methods with several objective measures. Moreover, a single
AVS solution is particularly attractive for hands-free speech applications due to its compact size.
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As the presence of background noise significantly deteri-
orates the quality and intelligibility of speech, enhance-
ment of speech signals has been an important and
challenging problem and various methods have been
proposed in the literature to tackle this problem. Spec-
tral subtraction, Wiener filtering, and their variations [1]
are commonly used for suppressing additive noise, but they
are not able to effectively suppress spatial interference. In
order to eliminate spatial interferences, beamforming tech-
niques applied to microphone array recordings can be
employed [2-9]. Among these, the minimum variance
distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer known as
the Capon beamformer and their equivalent generalized
sidelobe cancellers (GSC) work successfully in remote* Correspondence: zouyx@pkusz.edu.cn
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in any medium, provided the original work is pspeech enhancement applications [2]. However, the per-
formance of MVDR-type methods is proportional to the
number of array sensors used, thus limiting their applica-
tion. Moreover, the MVDR beamformer is not effective at
suppressing additive noise, leaving residual noise in its
output. As a result, the well-known Wiener post-filtering
solution normally can be employed to further reduce the
residual noise from the output of the beamformer [7]. Re-
cently, speech enhancement using the acoustic vector
sensor (AVS) array has received research attention due to
the merit of spatial co-location of microphones and signal
time alignment [5,10-12]. Compared with the traditional
microphone array, the compact structure (occupying a vol-
ume of approximately 1 cm3) makes the AVS much more
attractive in portable speech enhancement applications.
Research showed that the AVS array beamformer with the
MVDR method [5,10] successfully suppresses spatial inter-
ferences but fails to effectively suppress background noise.
The integrated MVDR and Wiener post-filtering methodOpen Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
g/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
roperly credited.
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suppression of spatial interferences and background addi-
tive noise, but it requires more than two AVS units as well
as the good voice activity detection (VAD) technique.
In this paper, we focus on developing a speech en-
hancement solution capable of effectively suppressing
spatial interferences and additive noise at a less compu-
tational cost using only one AVS unit. More specifically,
by exploring the unique spatial co-location property
(the signal arrives at the sensors at the same time)
and the trigonometric relations of the steering vectors of
the AVS, a single AVS-based speech enhancement system
is proposed. The norm-constrained MVDR method is
employed to form the spatial filter, while the optimal
Wiener post-filter is designed by using a novel closed-form
power spectral density (PSD) estimation method. The pro-
posed solution does not depend on the VAD technique
(for noise estimation) and hence has advantages of small
size, less computation cost, and the ability to suppress both
spatial interferences and background noise.
The paper is organized as follows. The data model of
an AVS and the frequency domain MVDR (FMV) with a
single AVS are presented in Section 2. The detailed der-
ivation of the closed-form estimation of the signal PSDs
for an optimal Wiener post-filtering (WPF) using the
AVS structure is given in Section 3. The proposed
norm-constrained FMV-effective Wiener post-filtering
(NCFMV-EWPF) algorithm for speech enhancement is
presented in Section 4. Simulation results are presented
in Section 5. Section 6 concludes our work.
2 Problem formulation
2.1 Data model for an AVS unit
An AVS unit generally consists of four co-located con-
stituent sensors, including one omnidirectional sensor
(denoted as the o-sensor) and three orthogonally ori-
ented directional sensors depicted as the u-sensor, v-sen-
sor, and w-sensor, respectively. As an example, Figure 1
shows a data capture system with an AVS unit. In this
paper, focusing on deriving the algorithm and making
the derivation clear, let us assume that there is one tar-
get speech s(t) at (θs, ϕs) = (90°, ϕs) and one interference
signal si(t) at (θi, ϕi) = (90°, ϕi) impinging on this AVS
unit, where ϕs, ϕi ∈ [0°, 360°) are the azimuth angles.
Since s(t) and si(t) arrive in the horizontal plane, we only
need the u-sensor, v-sensor, and o-sensor to capture sig-
nals from the AVS unit. The angle difference between
s(t) and si(t) is defined as
Δϕ ¼ ϕs−ϕi ð1Þ
The corresponding steering vectors are given by
v ϕsð Þ ¼ us; vs; 1½ T ¼ cosϕs; sinϕs; 1½ T ð2Þv ϕið Þ ¼ ui; vi; 1½ T ¼ cosϕi; sinϕi; 1½ T ð3Þ
where [.]T denotes the vector/matrix transposition.
In the cases that room reverberation does not exist, the
received data of the AVS can be modeled as [13]
x avs tð Þ ¼ v ϕsð Þs tð Þ þ v ϕið Þsi tð Þ þ n avs tð Þ ð4Þ
where navs(t) is assumed as the additive white Gaussian
noise at the AVS unit. Specifically, we have the following
definitions:
x avs tð Þ ¼ xu tð Þ; xv tð Þ; xo tð Þ½ T ð5Þ
n avs tð Þ ¼ nu tð Þ; nv tð Þ; no tð Þ½ T ð6Þ
where xu(t), xv(t), and xo(t) are the received data of
the u-, v-, and o-sensor, respectively, and nu(t), nv(t), and
no(t) are the captured noise at the u-, v-, and o-sensor,
respectively. The task of speech enhancement with an
AVS is to estimate s(t) from xavs(t).
In this study, without loss of generality, we follow the
commonly used assumptions [4]: (1) s(t) and si(t) are
mutually uncorrelated; (2) nu(t), nv(t), and no(t) are mu-
tually uncorrelated.
2.2 FMV with a single AVS
The MVDR beamformer is considered as one of the most
popular beamforming methods for suppressing spatial in-
terferences in remote speech applications. In this subsec-
tion, we present the formulation of the frequency domain
MVDR beamformer (FMV) with two sensors (u-sensor
and v-sensor) of the AVS unit. From (2) to (4), the data re-
ceived by the u-sensor and the v-sensor can be modeled
as [14]
x tð Þ ¼ xu tð Þ; xv tð Þ½ T ¼ a ϕsð Þs tð Þ þ a ϕið Þsi tð Þ þ n tð Þ
ð7Þ
where
a ϕsð Þ ¼ us; vs½ T ¼ cosϕs; sinϕs½ T ð8Þ
and
a ϕið Þ ¼ ui; vi½ T ¼ cosϕi; sinϕi½ T ð9Þ
The frequency domain formulation of the data model
of (7) is given by
X fð Þ ¼ a ϕsð ÞS fð Þ þ a ϕið ÞSi fð Þ þN fð Þ ð10Þ
where X(f ) = [Xu(f ), Xv(f )]
T and N(f ) = [Nu(f ),Nv(f )]
T. The
beamforming is then performed by applying a complex
Figure 1 Illustration of one AVS data capturing system [13,14].
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FMV can be denoted as
Y fð Þ ¼ wH fð ÞX fð Þ ¼ wH fð Þa ϕsð ÞS fð Þ
þwH fð Þ a ϕið ÞSi fð Þ þN fð Þð Þ
ð11Þ
where (.)H denotes the Hermitian transposition. wH(f) =
[wu(f),wv(f)] is the weight vector of the FMV. Let us define
g ϕs; fð Þ ¼ wH fð Þa ϕsð Þ ð12Þ
g ϕi; fð Þ ¼ wH fð Þa ϕið Þ ð13Þ
Obviously, g(ϕs, f) and g(ϕi, f) can be viewed as the spatial
response gains of the FMV to the target spatial signal S(f)
and the spatial interference signal Si(f), respectively. Substi-
tuting (12) and (13) into (11), we can get
Y fð Þ ¼ wH fð ÞX fð Þ ¼ g ϕs; fð ÞS fð Þ þ g ϕi; fð ÞSi fð Þ
þwH fð ÞN fð Þ
ð14Þ
The basic idea of designing the optimal FMV is to
maintain g(ϕs, f ) = 1 for S(f ) while minimizing the output
signal power (PYY = E[Y(f )Y*(f )]) of the FMV to sup-
press other undesired sources. Hence, the optimal weight
vector of the FMV can be obtained by solving the con-
strained optimization cost function [2]:
w FMV fð Þ ¼ argmin
w
PYY
subject to g ϕs; fð Þ ¼ 1; and PYY ¼ wH fð ÞR x fð Þw fð Þ
ð15Þwhere Rx(f ) = E[X(f )X
H(f )] is the autocorrelation matrix
of the received data of the FMV. The optimal solution of
(15) is given as [2]
w FMV fð Þ¼ R
−1
x fð Þa ϕsð Þ
aT ϕsð ÞR −1x fð Þa ϕsð Þ
ð16Þ
Equation 16 is the standard form of the FMV. It is
clear that when a(ϕs) is fixed (speech target is static),
wFMV(f ) depends on the estimate of R −1x fð Þ . There are
several methods that have been proposed to estimate
Rx(f ) [1], and the diagonal loading technique is one of the
robust algorithms aiming at avoiding the non-singularity
in (16), which leads to a norm-constrained FMV (NCFMV)
as shown in (17) [3]:
wNC fð Þ ¼ R x fð Þ þ γIð Þ
−1aðϕsÞ
aT ϕsð Þ R x fð Þ þ γIð Þ−1a ϕsð Þ þ σ
ð17Þ
where I is an identity matrix, γ is the positive loading
factor, and σ is a small positive number to avoid the
denominator becoming zero. It is expected that the
NCFMV will greatly suppress the spatial unwanted sig-
nals. Obviously, the output of the NCFMV can be de-
rived as follows with (17), (12), (13), and some simple
manipulations:
Y fð Þ ¼ wHNC fð ÞX fð Þ ¼ S fð Þ þ wHNC fð Þa ϕið ÞSi fð Þ
þwHNC fð ÞN un fð Þ ¼ S fð Þ þ g ϕi; fð ÞSi fð Þ
þwHNC fð ÞN un fð Þ
ð18Þ
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As discussed above, the NCFMV is only effective in sup-
pressing the spatial interferences. In this section, a new
solution has been proposed by incorporating the well-
known Wiener post-filter (WPF) to further suppress the
residual noise in beamformer output Y(f ) in (18).
Basically, according to the formulation of the Wiener
filter in the frequency domain, to estimate S(f ) from
Y(f ), the frequency response of the Wiener filter is
given by [6,8]
Wpf fð Þ ¼ ψYS fð Þ=ψYY fð Þ≈ψSS fð Þ=ψYY fð Þ ð19Þ
where ψYS(f ) is the cross-power spectrum density (CSD)
of S(f ) and Y(f ) and ψYY(f ) is the power spectral density
(PSD) of Y(f ). Generally, Y(f ) are considered uncorre-
lated to interferences, and we can approximately get the
second equation in (19) via (18). From (19), it is clear
that a good estimate of ψSS(f ) and ψYY(f ) from X(f ) and
Y(f ) are very crucial to the performance of the WPF.
There are some PSD estimation algorithms that have
been proposed under different spatial-frequency joint es-
timation schemes. For single-channel application as an
example, the voice activity detection (VAD) method is
usually applied to get the noise and speech segments,
and then the spectrum subtraction algorithm can be used
to remove noise components before estimating ψSS(f ).
Moreover, for microphone array post-filtering schemes,
ψSS(f ) can be estimated from the available multichannel
signals, which are assumed to be within an incoherent
noise environment [6].
Motivated by the unique properties of the AVS, where
multichannel signals are available (u-, v, and o-sensor
signals) and there exists a trigonometric relationship be-
tween the steering vectors a(ϕs) and a(ϕi) of the AVS, in
this paper, we will derive a closed-form solution to esti-
mate ψSS(f ) and ψYY(f ) to form an optimal WPF. The
system diagram proposed is shown in Figure 2.
3 The formulation of the Wiener post-filter
3.1 Derivation of the estimate of CSD and PSD
For presentation clarity, let us define the notation of
the cross-power spectral density (CSD) between α(f) and
β(f) as
ψαβ fð Þ ¼ E α fð Þβ fð Þ½  ð20Þ
From (10), we have
Xu fð Þ ¼ cos ϕsð ÞS fð Þ þ cos ϕið ÞSi fð Þ þ Nu fð Þ ð21Þ
Xv fð Þ ¼ sin ϕsð ÞS fð Þ þ sin ϕið ÞSi fð Þ þ Nv fð Þ ð22Þ
For presentation simplicity, the frequency index f
will be dropped in the following derivation. Ideally, theadditive noises of u-, v-, and o-sensors have the same
power, and then we have
ψNN ¼ E NuNu
  ¼ E NvNv  ¼ E NoNo  ð23Þ
It is noted that the assumption of equal power for all
channels used in (23) is not true for the real signals re-
corded by the AVS unit, but these can be calibrated in
practice [15]. With (18), (21), (22), and (23), the CSD and
PSD of signals can be derived following the definition given
in (20):
ψuu ¼ E XuXu
  ¼ cos2 ϕsð ÞE SS½  þ cos2 ϕið ÞE SiSi 
þE NuNu
  ¼ cos2 ϕsð ÞψSS þ cos2 ϕið ÞψSiSi þ ψNN
ð24Þ
ψvv ¼ E XvXv
  ¼ sin2 ϕsð ÞE SS½  þ sin2 ϕið ÞE SiSi 
þE NvNv
  ¼ sin2 ϕsð ÞψSS þ cos2 ϕið ÞψSiSi þ ψNN
ð25Þ
ψoo ¼ E XoXo
  ¼ ψSS þ ψSiSi þ ψNN ð26Þ
ψYY ¼ E YY ½  ¼ ψSS þ g2 ϕið ÞψSiSi þ jjwNC jj2ψNN
ð27Þ
ψuþv ¼ ψuu þ ψvv ¼ ψSS þ ψSiSi þ 2ψNN ð28Þ
ψYo ¼ E YXo
  ¼ ψSS þ g ϕið ÞψSiSi ð29Þ
ψoY ¼ E XoY ½  ¼ ψSS þ g ϕið ÞψSiSi ð30Þ
From (24) to (30), it is clear that there are seven equa-
tions with four unknown variables ψNN, g(ϕi), ψSiSi , and
ψSiSi . Hence, using (28) and (26), the PSD of noise can
be derived as
ψNN ¼ ψuþv−ψoo ð31Þ
Similarly, the gain response of the NCFMV on the
interference Si can be given by
g ϕið Þ ¼ ψoY−ψYY þ jjwNCð jj2ψNN Þ= ψoo−ψYo−ψNNð Þ
ð32Þ
Moreover, the PSD of the interference Si and the target
speech S can be derived, respectively, as follows:
ψSiSi ¼ ψoo−ψoY−ψNNð Þ= 1−g ϕið Þð Þ ð33Þ
ψSS ¼ ψoY−g ϕið ÞψSiSi ð34Þ
3.2 The proposed EWPF method and some discussions
Till now, we have mathematically derived the closed-
form expressions of the ψSS in (34), ψYY in (27), and Wpf
in (19). Since Y, Xu, Xv, and Xo can be measured, the esti-
mates of ψSS and ψYY can be determined accordingly.
Hence, (33), (34), (27), and (19) describe the basic form of
Figure 2 Our proposed speech enhancement system using single AVS.
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for further enhancing the speech with an AVS (here,
we term it as EWPF for short). In the following con-
text, we will have some discussions on our proposed
EWPF method.
Firstly, to implement the EWPF, the cross-power spectral
density ψαβ(f) needs to be estimated. It is well known that
the recursive update formula is a popular approach:
ψ^αβ f ; lð Þ ¼ λψ^αβ f ; l−1ð Þ þ 1−λð Þα f ; lð Þβ f ; lð Þ ð35Þ
where l is the frame index and λ ∈ (0, 1] is the forgetting
factor.
Secondly, it is noted that when Δϕ defined in (1) is
close to or equal to 0, the denominator in (32) goes to 0.
To avoid this situation, one small positive factor σr should
be added to the denominator of (32) and we get
g^ ϕið Þ ¼ ψ^oY−ψ^YY þ jjwNC 2ψ^NN
 = ψ^oo−ψ^Yo−ψ^NN þ σrð Þ
ð36Þ
Thirdly, analyzing the properties of g(ϕi), we observe
the following: (1) If the target source s(t) is considered
as short-time spatially stationary (approximately true
for speech applications), wNC in (17) can be updated
every Lu frames for reducing computational complexity.
Therefore, from the definition of (13), the gain g(ϕi)
will remain unchanged within Lu frames. However, ψ^αβ
f ; lð Þ is estimated frame by frame via (35); therefore, a
more accurate estimation of g(ϕi) can be achieved by
averaging over Lu frames. (2) From (36), it is clear that
the small denominator will lead to a large variation of
g(ϕi), reflecting incorrect estimates since the NCFMV
is designed to suppress rather than to amplify the interfer-
ence. Hence, it is reasonable to apply a clipping functionfc(x, b) (see (43)) to remove the outliers in the estimate
of g^ ϕið Þ.
4 The proposed NCFMV-EWPF algorithm
Similar to the existing remote speech enhancement ap-
plications, our proposed algorithm is implemented in
the frequency domain by segmenting the received signal
into frames and then the short-time Fourier transforms
(STFTs) are applied. Specifically, to determine wNC in
(17), the estimate of the Rx is given by [10]
R^x kð Þ ¼ 1F
CdA kð Þ B kð Þ
C kð Þ CdD kð Þ
 
ð37Þ
where k is the frequency bin index and k = 1,2,…, K. Cd
is a constant slightly greater than the one that helps
avoid matrix singularity. F is the frame number used for
estimating Rx(k), and in our study it is set as F = 2Lu. Let
us define Xu(k,l) and Xv(k,l) as the kth component of the
spectrum of the lth frame of xu(n) and xv(n), respect-
ively, and we have





u k; l−ið ÞXu k; l−ið Þ ð38Þ





u k;l−ið ÞXv k;l−ið Þ ð39Þ





v k;l−ið ÞXu k;l−ið Þ ð40Þ





v k;l−ið ÞXv k;l−ið Þ ð41Þ
From (37) to (41), we can see the autocorrelation
matrix Rx(k) is estimated by using the F most recent fast
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tion of Wpf(k) in (19) asks for the robust estimation of g
(ϕi,k). According to the discussions in Section 3.2, we
adopt the following estimation:







ψ^oY k; lð Þ−ψ^YY k; lð Þ þ jjwNC k; lð Þjj2ψ^NN k; lð Þ




where L1 = fix((l − 1)/Lu)Lu + 1, L2 = fix((l − 1)/Lu)Lu + Lu,
fix(.) is the floor operation, b is a predefined threshold,
and fc(x,b) is the clipping function and defined as
f c x; bð Þ ¼ x when 0 < x≤b else f c x; bð Þ ¼ 0 ð43Þ
For presentation completeness, the proposed NCFMV-
EWPF algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.5 Simulation study
The performance evaluation of our proposed NCFMV-
EWPF algorithm has been carried out in this section.
The commonly used performance measurement metrics
have been adopted, which include the following:
1. Output signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR)
defined as [7]
SINR ¼ 10 log zs tð Þk k2= xo tð Þ−zs tð Þk k2
  ð44Þ
where zs(t) is the enhanced speech of the system and xo(t) is
the received signal of the o-sensor. Moreover, a segmental
output SINR is calculated on a frame-by-frame basis and
then averaged over the total number frames to get more ac-
curate prediction of perceptual speech quality [7].
2. Log spectral deviation (LSD), which is used to
measure the speech distortion and defined as [16]
LSD ¼ ln ψss fð Þ=ψzz fð Þ
   ð45Þ
s(t) s(t)+si(t)+n(t)
s(t)+n(t) z(t)
Figure 3 Waveforms. s(t) is the target speech, si(t) is the interference speech, n(t) is the additive noise, and z(t) is the enhanced speech signal.
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(f ) is the PSD of the enhanced speech. It is clear that
the smaller LSD indicates the less speech distortion.
Similar to the calculation of SINR, the segmental LSD
is computed.
3. Perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) [17]:
To evaluate the performance of the speech
enhancement algorithms, ITU-PESQ software [17] is
utilized.
In addition, we also compared the performance of the
Zelinski post-filter (ZPF) [4], NCFMV [5], and NCFMV-
ZPF [6] algorithms under the same conditions to our
proposed algorithm. The setup of the single AVS unit is
shown in Figure 1.
In computer simulation studies, for each trial, a male
speech lasting about 5 s acts as the target speech s(t)Table 1 SINR-out for different algorithms (dB)
Algorithm ZPF [4] NCFMV [5]
Trial 1 (navs(t) = 0 and si(t)≠ 0) 2.7 12.6
Trial 2 (navs(t) = 0 and si(t)≠ 0) 7.8 12.8
Trial 3 (navs(t) = 0 and si(t)≠ 0) 13.1 13.4
Trial 4 (navs(t)≠ 0 and si(t) = 0) 8.1 2.0
Trial 5 (navs(t)≠ 0 and si(t) = 0) 13.5 6.5
Trial 6 (navs(t)≠ 0 and si(t) = 0) 17.6 9.1
Trial 7 (navs(t)≠ 0 and si(t) ≠ 0) 3.1 8.1
Trial 8 (navs(t)≠ 0 and si(t) ≠ 0) 8.3 10.3
Trial 9 (navs(t)≠ 0 and si(t) ≠ 0) 13.6 12.4and babble speech taken from the Noisex-92 database
[18] acts as the interference speech si(t). One set of the
typical waveforms used in our simulation studies is
shown in Figure 3.
5.1 Experiments on simulated data
5.1.1 Experiment 1: the SINR performance under different
noise conditions
In this experiment, we have carried out nine trials
(numbered as trial 1 to trial 9) to evaluate the per-
formance of the algorithms under different spatial and
additive noise conditions [9]. The experimental set-
tings are as follows: The sampling rate is set to be
16 kHz and a 512-point FFT is used. The target speaker
is located at (90°, 45°) and the interference speaker is set
at (90°, 0°). For the proposed NCFMV-EWPF algorithm,
parameters are set as λ = 0.6, σr = 10
−3, Lu = 4, γ = σ = 10













Figure 4 The performance of SINR-out versus SINR-input. (a) navs(t) = 0 and si(t) ≠ 0. (b) navs(t) ≠ 0 and si(t) = 0. (c) navs(t)≠ 0 and si(t) ≠ 0.
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results under this specific setup. For comparison algo-
rithms, the parameter settings are set as the same as those
in the relevant papers. The experimental results are listed
in Table 1.
As shown in Table 1, the best performance for differ-
ent conditions is addressed in italics. The proposed
NCFMV-EWPF algorithm outperforms other algorithms
in terms of SINR-out in trials 1 to 4 and trials 7 to 9,
and gives comparable performance in trial 5 and inferior
performance in trial 6. It is noted that, in trials 4 to 6,
there is no spatial interference considered (i.e., si(t) = 0).Figure 5 The SINR-out versus Δϕ (NCFMV [5]).The performance for trial 5 indicates that the proposed
NCFMV-EWPF is not as effective as the ZPF in suppress-
ing the additive noise with higher SNR (SNR > 10 dB)
when spatial interference is not present. Therefore, these
experimental results demonstrate the superior capability
of the proposed NCFMV-EWPF in suppressing the spatial
and adverse additive interferences. For visualization pur-
poses, the results in Table 1 have also been plotted in
Figure 4, where the x-axis represents the SINR of the
signal captured by the AVS (termed as SINR-input)
and the y-axis represents the SINR of the enhanced speech
(termed as SINR-out).
Table 2 Performance comparison
LSD PESQ SINR (dB)
INPUT 2.64 2.04 0.02
ZPF [4] 1.90 2.24 3.09
NCFMV [5] 2.55 2.29 8.12
NCFMV-ZPF [6] 1.84 2.52 11.94
NCFMV-EWPF (our proposed) 1.84 2.50 13.85
Results from the best performing methods are italicized.
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target and interference speakers
This experiment evaluates the impact of the angle be-
tween the target and interference speakers (Δϕ = ϕs − ϕi)
on the performance of the NCFMV-EWPF algorithm.
The results of the SINR-out versus Δϕ are shown in
Figure 5, where the same experimental settings as those
used for trial 7 in experiment 1 were adopted except the
target speech location ϕs varied from (90°,0°) to (90°,360°)
with 45° increments. From Figure 5, it is clear to see that
when Δϕ→ 0° (the target speaker moves closer to the
interference speaker), for both algorithms, the SINR-out
drops significantly and almost goes to 0. This means the
speech enhancement is very much limited under this con-
dition. However, when Δϕ > 0°, the SINR-out gradually in-
creases. It is quite encouraging to see that the SINR-out of
our proposed NCFMV-EWPF algorithm is superior to that
of the NCFMV algorithm for all angles. Moreover, the
SINR-out of our proposed NCFMV-EWPF algorithm
maintains about 15 dB when Δϕ ≥ 45°.5.1.3 Experiment 3: SINR, LSD, and PESQ performance
In this experiment, we adopted three performance met-
rics (SINR, LSD, and PESQ) to evaluate the performance
of the algorithms. The same experimental settings ofFigure 6 The illustration of the experimental setup in an anechoic ch
the target speech (source 1) at 45°, and si(t) is the interference speech (southose used in experiment 1 were employed, where the
SINR-input is set as 0 dB, the target speaker is located
at (90°, 45°), and the interference speaker is at (90°,0°)
(Δϕ = 45°). The experimental results are given in Table 2.
It can be seen that the overall performance of our pro-
posed NCFMV-EWPF algorithm is superior to that of
other comparison algorithms. The LSD and PESQ per-
formance of the NCFMV-EWPF algorithm is compar-
able to that of the NCFMV-ZPF [6] algorithm. It is
encouraging to see that the proposed NCFMV-EWPF al-
gorithm is able to effectively suppress the interference
and additive noise while maintaining good speech qual-
ity and less distortion.
5.2 Experiments on recorded data in an anechoic chamber
5.2.1 Experiment 4: the SINR-out performance with different
speakers
In this experiment, we conducted the speech enhance-
ment by using the recorded data from Ritz's lab [19].
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 6. The AVS
has been built by two Knowles NR-3158 pressure gradient
sensors (u-sensor and v-sensor) and one Knowles EK-3132
sensor (o-sensor) (Knowles Electronics Inc., Itasca, IL,
USA). Recordings were made of 10 different speech sen-
tences from the IEEE speech corpus [20] in an anechoic
chamber and background noise only from computer
servers and air conditioning. The anechoic chamber is
similar to the noise field: navs(t) = 0 and si(t) ≠ 0. The sam-
pling rate was 48 kHz and then down-sampled to 16 kHz
for speech enhancement. The speakers were placed in front
of the AVS at a distance of 1 m. Target speech was located
at a fixed position (90°, 45°), while interference speech was
located at (90°, 90°). Ten trials were carried out using the
10 different target speeches.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 7. The
x-axis represents the number of trials, and the y-axisamber in Ritz's lab [19]. The leftmost image is the AVS used, s(t) is
rce 2) at 90°.
Figure 8 The SINR-out versus Δϕ (NCFMV [5]).
Figure 9 The PESQ performance versus Δϕ (NCFMV [5]).
Figure 7 The SINR-out performance versus trial number (NCFMV [5]).
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It is clear to see that the proposed NCFMV-EWPF
algorithm provides superior SINR-out performance for
all trails when the SINR-input of the recorded data is at
about −5 dB. The experimental results with the real
recorded data further validate the effectiveness of the
proposed NCFMV-EWPF in suppressing the strong com-
peting speech.
5.2.2 Experiment 5: the impact of the angle between the
target and interference speakers
Similar to experiment 2, this experiment evaluates the
impact of the angle between the target and interference
speakers (Δϕ = |ϕs − ϕi|) on the performance of the
NCFMV-EWPF algorithm. The results of the SINR-out
versus Δϕ are shown in Figure 8, where the experimen-
tal setup is the same as that of experiment 4 except that
the angle of the target speaker (ϕs) varies from (90°,90°)
to (90°,0°) with 15° decrement.
From Figure 8, it is clear to see that the performance
of the proposed NCFMV-EWPF algorithm is superior to
that of the NCFMV algorithm for all Δϕ values. Com-
pared to the results shown in Figure 5 using the simu-
lated data, similar conclusions can be drawn for the
proposed NCFMV-EWPF algorithm. More specifically,
with the recorded data, when Δϕ > 15°, the proposed
NCFMV-EWPF algorithm can effectively enhance the
target speech.
5.2.3 Experiment 6: PESQ performance versus Δϕ
In this experiment, we only adopted one performance
metrics (PESQ) to evaluate the performance of the
algorithms. The same experimental settings as those
used in experiment 5 were employed, where the angle
of the interference speaker (ϕi) was fixed at (90°,90°)
and the angle of the target speaker (ϕs) varied from
(90°,90°) to (90°,0°) with 15° decrement. The experi-
mental results are given in Figure 9. It can be seen that
the overall performance of PESQ for our proposed
NCFMV-EWPF algorithm is superior to that of the
comparison algorithm for all angle differences. This ex-
periment also demonstrates the ability of the proposed
NCFMV-EWPF algorithm in effectively suppressing the
interference and additive noise while maintaining good
speech quality and less distortion when Δϕ > 15°.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, a novel speech enhancement algorithm
named as NCFMV-EWPF has been derived with a single
AVS unit by an efficient closed-form estimation of the
power spectral densities of signals. The results of com-
puter simulation show that the proposed NCFMV-
EWPF algorithm outperforms the existing ZPF, NCFMV,
and NCFMV-ZPF algorithms, in terms of suppressingthe competing speaker and noise field. The results of
real experiments show that compared with the NCFMV
algorithms, the proposed NCFMV-EWPF algorithm can
effectively suppress the competing speech and additive
noise while maintaining good speech quality and less
distortion. In addition, it is noted that the NCFMV-
EWPF algorithm does not require the VAD technique,
which not only reduces the computational complexity
but also provides more robust performance in a noisy
environment, such as the higher output SINR, less speech
distortion, and better speech intelligibility. It is expected
that this novel approach developed in this paper is a suit-
able solution for implementation within hands-free speech
recording systems.
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